Xenon 1902g
Battery-Free Wireless Scanner

The Honeywell Xenon™ 1902g-bf scanner...

- Eliminates the need for a battery
- Eliminates the need for a spare battery pool
- Eliminates the need for replacement batteries
- Eliminates the need for special handling when shipping
- Eliminates extra weight

... while still meeting your demanding transaction requirements.

With enough capacity to check out at least 25 customers² between charges, the Xenon 1902g-bf scanner can meet the most demanding “rush-hour” traffic.

With class-leading performance, the Xenon scanner easily scans hard-to-read barcodes, and large or bulky items.

The ability to scan over 450 barcodes¹ between charges makes the Xenon scanner ideal for receiving and shipping.

And with multi-level alerts that positively re-enforce best practices, the likelihood of running out of charge is essentially zero. But if it does happen, you are up and running in as little as 15 seconds!³

SUMMARY

INDUSTRY
Retail
Light-Duty Warehouse and Distribution

PRODUCT
Xenon 1902g Battery-Free Wireless Scanner

REGION
Worldwide

MARKET VERTICALS
- Grocery and Big Box retailers
- Convenience stores
- Department stores
- Boutiques
- Warehousing and distribution

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS (Market Segments)
- Backup scanner to in-counter scanner
- Primary scanner at POS
- Shipping and receiving

CUSTOMER BENEFITS
Eliminate the cost of replacement batteries. Super-capacitors can be recharged over 500,000 times.

No special handling or extra paperwork required when shipping units – unlike Li-Ion batteries that come with a growing list of regulations and restrictions.

Quick-start capability allows operator to be up and scanning in under 15 seconds (with powered USB port or external power supply) if scanner was not charged during previous shift – unlike battery scanners that can take minutes to charge before they are ready to scan.

1. 450 scans at 1 scan per second from a fully charged scanner.
2. 25 customers at 5 scans per customer from a fully charged scanner.
3. With powered USB or external power supply.
Xenon 1902g-bf Demo Scanner Barcodes

1. Use this barcode to demo scanning.

2. Use these barcodes to demo scanner alerts.
   - 3 YELLOW LED FLASHES and beeps – scanner approximately 50% discharged
   - 3 RED LED FLASHES and beeps – scanner approximately 90% discharged

3. Use these barcodes to demo base charging notifications (Paging Button).
   - YELLOW FLASHING – scanner charging but not ready to scan
   - GREEN LED FLASHING QUICKLY – scanner ready to scan but not fully charged (<50% charged)
   - GREEN LED FLASHING SLOWLY – scanner ready to scan but not fully charged (>50% charged)
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